SEBASTIEN DAVID
Born in Saint Nicolas de Bourgueil in 1974, Sebastien David comes
from a long line of winemakers that extends 15 generations, back to
1634. Working with 15ha of Cabernet Franc that were planted by his
grandparents at around the time of the Second World War, Sebastien
makes natural wines from fruit that is Ecocert certified and
biodynamically farmed.

Working with the ancient techniques that have been passed down,
Sebastien David has been producing stunning Cabernet Franc wines
since 1999. Working with whole clusters, David ferments with wild
yeasts, employing carbonic maceration for 25 days, followed by a
light pressing to preserve the fruit's characteristics. The wines are
then bottled without filtration or fining, and virtually no sulfur is added.
New to the New York market, David is well known throughout the
natural wine world in France, and his spectacular cuvees are found
in the best natural wine bars in Paris. His production is relatively
small, thus resulting in consistent, clean and pure Cabernet Franc.
From the carbonic 'Hurluberlu' to the serious 'Kezako' and the
cerebral 'Dithyrambus', these are wines to cherish and enjoy young
with friends.

KEZAKO

Varietal/Blend: 100% Cabernet Franc
Farming: Ecocert certified / biodynamic
Altitude / Exposure: 50m / multiple exposures
Soil: flint and limestone / gravely with roots that descend over
6m deep
Ave Year Vines Planted: 1955
Harvest Technique: by hand
Yeast: ambient
Fermentation: in old barrels and cement eggs / semi-carbonic
process
Aging: 50 days in aged barrel / 18 months in concrete eggs
Alcohol: 11%
Sulfur: no sulfur added
Fined: none
Filtered: none
Production #s: 10,000 bottles
The grapes go through semi-carbonic maceration in oak barrels.
The barrels are rotated and grapes ferment for 50 days before
pressing and are then moved to concrete eggs. “Kezako” means
“what it is” in Languedoc dialect. Decant to release the compact
blueberry and dark cherry fruits.
Country: France
Region: Loire
Sub Region: Touraine
Vineyard: family estate
Vineyard Size: 3 ha.
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